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Résumé :
Cet article aborde les questions lies la configuration automatique des adresses et prfixes dans les routeurs MANET. Plus spcifiquement, il
analyse les diffrences entre les rseaux IP classiques et les rseaux MANET, en
mettant l’accent sur l’interface, les liens et la topologie. Il tudie les hypothses
sous-jacentes dans les rseaux IP classiques et prsente un modle satisfaisant ces
hypothses dans le contexte spcifique des contraintes et conditions dun rseau
MANET, permettant par exemple de configurer les rseaux MANET de sortent
quils adhrent larchitecture dadressage dInternet. Les bases sont ainsi poses
pour le dveloppement d’un protocole dauto configuration MANET, permettant
la configuration automatique des interfaces MANET et la dlgation automatique
de prfixes. Ce protocole de configuration automatique se caractrise (i) par son
adhrence stricte larchitecture dadressage dInternet, (ii) par sa double capacit
de configuration des interfaces MANET et de dlgation de prfixes, et enfin (iii)
par son aptitude configurer aussi bien des rseaux MANETS indpendants que
des rseaux MANET connects une infrastructure fournissant par exemple des
adresses et prfixes porte globale pour leur utilisation dans MANET. Le protocole est dfini au travers dautomates temporels, qui grce un modle de contrle,
permettent de vrifier certaines proprits du protocole. En outre, une tude des
performances du protocole de base, ainsi que de diverses optimisations et extensions, a t conduite partir de simulations de rseau.
Mots-clés : MANET, autoconfiguration, model-checking, verification, réseaux
IP, architecture de réseau
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Introduction

A prerequisite for operation of a routed multi-hop network includes that the network interfaces of routers are appropriately configured with IP addresses, so as
to enable exchange of routing protocol control messages. Another prerequisite
is that routers providing connectivity for directly connected hosts have prefixes delegated – for configuring these hosts with IP addresses (to make enable
these hosts to communicate), and for efficiently sharing information about these
through the network routing protocol control messages (to render these hosts
reachable also from across the multi-hop network). While these may sound as
relatively benign tasks – after all, the Internet works – they are not entirely trivial even in the Internet: prefix delegation is centrally managed, on the top-level
by ICANN [1], by manually “subnetting” by the network operator, otherwise.
Router interface configuration for router is a function of the characteristics of
these router interfaces and links. Furthermore, the “configuration of the Internet” is relatively stable: an individual link may disappear and reappear, but
new links do not often form spontaneously and arbitrarily – a consequence of
links typically being both planned and fixed, e.g. in form of cables.
A Mobile Ad hoc NETwork (MANET) is by nature different. A typical “academic” description of a MANET may be “a collection of mobile routers, communicating among themselves over wireless links and thereby forming a spontaneous, dynamic, arbitrary graph” – calling out (wireless) interface characteristics
and arbitrary and spontaneous link formation as challenges, in contrast to the
“planned and fixed” expectations of the Internet. Fundamentally, in a MANET,
any pair of router interfaces may at some point in time be able to communicate
directly with each other. An additional assumption commonly made is, that
in a MANET there is no network operator – or, at least, there is no network
operator able to manually reflect the dynamism of a MANET in the router and
network configuration in a timely manner. Consequently, MANET router configuration must be such that reconfiguration is rarely needed – and if needed,
must occur automatically.
In order to allow proper operation of MANET routing protocols, the interfaces of MANET routers must be appropriately configured with IP addresses –
and prefixes must be available on MANET routers wishing to provide connectivity through the MANET to attached hosts. In order to allow proper operation of
a MANET as an IP network, i.e., to enable the use of classic IP protocol stacks,
and to thereby allow proper integration of MANETs into the larger Internet,
the configuration of MANET router interfaces and attached hosts must conform
to the Internet architecture. An interface being configured in a given manner
entails that the IP protocol stack, as well as applications using that interface,
make certain assumptions as to the connectivity over that interface. Failure to
satisfy these assumptions may – popularly speaking – break the Internet.
In order to properly set the stage for development of a MANET router
autoconfiguration mechanism, the remainder of this section will elaborate on the
addressing and connectivity assumptions made for IP networks, formalize the
particularities and challenges presented by MANETs in this regard, and discuss
an addressing model which is both suitable for MANETs while respecting the
IP network assumptions – i.e., such that MANETs do not “break the Internet”.
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1.1

The Internet is a Graph: IP Link and Addressing
Model

Fundamentally, the Internet consists of three distinct components: hosts, routers
and links. Hosts are devices which act as end-points for communication, which
run user applications, and which have no responsibility for maintaining the
Internet infrastructure. As such, their interest (in the context of network formation) is limited to “being connected to a router” via a link. Routers and
links are the core notions in the Internet, where a link, illustrated in figure 1, is
assumed to have the following properties:
• IP datagrams are not forwarded at the network layer when communicating
between network interfaces which are on the same link; hence
• TTL of IP datagrams is not decremented when communicating between
network interfaces on the same link;
• IP datagrams with a TTL of 1 can be delivered to all network interfaces
on the same link and;
• Link-local multicasts and broadcasts are received by all network interfaces
on the same link – without forwarding.

Classic IP link with
Subnet PreÞx p::

p::1

p::2

p::3

Figure 1: Classic IP Link Model: interfaces connected to the same link have
assigned IP addresses from a common prefix.
A router is an entity which determines over which link a given IP datagram
is to be forwarded and, in doing so, decrements the TTL of that IP datagram.
When assigning an IP address to a network interface, this network interface
is also configured with a subnet prefix, such that the following constraint is
respected:
• All network interfaces configured with addresses from within the same
prefix p::, and with the same prefix p:: assigned to the interfaces, can
communicate directly with one another.
It follows from the above that the notion of “IP link” is tied with the notion
of an “IP Subnet” (IPv4) or a prefix (IPv6), in that all network interfaces which
are configured with the same subnet address or prefix are considered to be on
the same IP link and thus that for communication between routers within the
same subnet, no forwarding is required and no decrement of TTL/hop-limit is
performed.
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All network interfaces within the same subnet, are assumed to be connected
to the same classic IP link, as described above. The inverse is not necessarily
true: in some network configurations, interfaces connected to the same classic IP
link may be configured with addresses from within different prefixes or subnets.
Specifically for routers, communication is allowed between interfaces of two
different routers, known to be on the same link, even if these interfaces are
configured to appear within different subnets [2].

1.2

MANETs: The Missing Link

MANET interfaces are a specific class of network interfaces, which exhibit what
is commonly denoted as semi-broadcast characteristics. This implies that otherwise neighboring routers may experience distinctly different local connectivity.

N1

N2

N3

N4

N5

Figure 2: MANET: routers (N) with MANET interfaces. The light grey area
indicates the coverage area of each MANET interface.
In figure 2, the MANET interface of N2 is able to directly communicate
with the MANET interface of N1 and N3 (i.e., no forwarding, TTL is not
decremented, a transmission from the MANET interface of N2 is received by
the MANET interfaces of both N1 and N3, including link-local broadcasts).
Considering the properties listed for an IP link in section 1.1, this might imply
that the MANET interfaces of N1, N2 and N3 would be connected to the same
link. However, the semi-broadcast nature of MANET interfaces implies that
this is not so: transmissions from N1 will not reach N3 without forwarding –
which entails TTL decrement, and that link-local broadcast from the MANET
interface of N1 will not reach the MANET interface of N3.
As per the assumptions that connectivity between any pair of MANET interfaces may appear and disappear spontaneously and arbitrarily, any attempt at
configuring interfaces “within radio range of each other” to be within the same
subnet prefix would be only temporarily sound: connectivity between any such
pair of MANET interfaces might disappear at any time, or another MANET
interface might appear, with connectivity to one (but not all) otherwise so configured MANET interfaces.
The semi-broadcast nature of MANET interfaces therefore implies that:
• Any two MANET interfaces cannot be assumed to be connected to the
same link; thus
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• The IP address / prefix configuration of MANET interfaces must be such
that their configuration (as per the constraint in section 1.1) does not
indicate that they can be assumed to be connected to the same link.

1.3

The Morphology of a MANET

A MANET router is a router having at least one MANET interface, i.e. an
interface with semi-broadcast characteristics as indicated in section 1.2, and
otherwise retains the usual characteristics of a router. In particular, a MANET
router:
• May have a prefix delegated to it;
• May delegate (part of) that prefix to other subordinate routers;
• May have networks attached to it, in particular these networks may be of
any type, (including, but not limited to, other MANETs), thus respecting
usual routing and addressing hierarchies; these networks may be configured by way of the prefix delegated to the MANET router.
A common case of a MANET may look as in figure 3, incidentally similar to
the Internet with a “routing domain” (white cloud) and an edge (gray cloud).

H
H

H

H

H

H
H

R
R

H

Core
Routers, responsible
for network formation
and maintenance

H

R
H

H

R

H

R

H

H

H

Edge
Hosts and non-MANET
aware networks

H

Figure 3: MANET with attached networks: routers (R) with MANET
interfaces (white cloud), some of which with “classic IP links” and attached
networks/hosts (gray cloud).

1.4

MANET Interface Addressing

With respect to configuration of MANET routers, the constraints regarding IP
address and prefix configuration of network interfaces must be respected, also
on the MANET interface(s). This entails that:
• No two MANET interfaces can be assumed to enjoy persistent connectivity
to each other;
• Connectivity between any two MANET interfaces may appear and disappear at any time, spontaneously and arbitrarily; thus
INRIA
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• The IP address / prefix configuration of MANET interfaces must be such
that their configuration (as per the constraint in section 1.1) does not
indicate that they can be assumed to be connected to the same link.
A translation of these properties into a set of consideration for IP address
configuration of MANET interfaces is that:
• An IP address configured on a MANET interface should be unique, at
least within the routing domain (within the MANET – the white cloud in
figure 3); and
• No on-link subnet prefix is configured on a MANET interface.
The latter can be achieved by configuring a prefix length of /128 (for IPv6) or
/32 (for IPv4) on the MANET interfaces – essentially, configuring a MANET
interface to be in a “subnet, containing only itself”.

1.5

Problem Statement

The challenges addressed in this paper are, to provide a MANET autoconfiguration mechanism, which (i) provides MANET interface addresses according to
the considerations in section 1.4, and (ii) enables prefix-delegation to MANET
routers, such that a MANET router so desiring can configure networks and
hosts, connected to it via “classic IP links” (the gray cloud in figure 3).

1.6

Paper Outline

The remainder of this memorandum is organized as follows: section 2 discusses
autoconfiguration mechanisms, proposed in literature, for MANETs. Section 3
proposes a novel autoconfiguration mechanism, according to section 1.5. Section 4 discusses extensions and optimizations possible for this mechanism. Section 6 presents a formal verification of the proposed mechanism, by way of model
checking, and section 7 presents a performance study of the mechanism. This
paper is concluded in section 8.
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Related Work

Literature abound with MANET autoconfiguration mechanisms, both as academic publications and proposals to standardization bodies – none of which,
however, at the time of this writing having been sanctioned as candidate for
standardization. [3] provides a comprehensive survey of a large number of such
mechanisms, classifying them according to their applicability domain (standalone MANETs vs. MANETs attached to an infrastructure) and capability to
handle network partitioning and merger. Common for all these proposed mechanisms is, however, that they do not adhere to the considerations described in
section 1.4. Notably, none of the presented algorithms configures /128 or /32
prefixes to the MANET interfaces; rather, they assume the MANET to be a single subnet. Moreover, they do not consider the separation of routers and hosts,
and therefore do not provide prefixes to the routers, which may then be used by
attached hosts or networks to that MANET router. Some of the presented algorithms depend on specific MANET routing protocols to be in operation in the
MANET and thus are not generally applicable. While autoconfiguration mechanisms from academic publications, such as [4, 5, 6], present efficient mechanisms
to verify uniqueness of addresses by splitting the range of available addresses
into parts, none of these mechanism adhere to the considerations described in
section 1.4.
The autoconfiguration mechanism, proposed in this paper, is inspired by Zerouter [7, 8, 9] and IPv6 Stateless Autoconfiguration [10], neither of which are
discussed in [3] as these were conceived for use in wired “classic IP” networks
and so not directly applicable to MANETs. Zerouter was an early proposal for
enabling home users and small companies without dedicated network operation
competencies to build arbitrarily complex and large networks without manual
interaction. Different approaches were brought forward in the IETF, however
none were eventually standardized and there is thus not a single algorithm representing Zerouter. Commonly, the different approaches assume that a border
router of the network receives available address space from an ISP and injects
that address space into the zerouter mesh. That address space is available for
use throughout the collection of communicating zerouters, in order to assign addresses to the router interfaces, and to delegate prefixes to the hosts connected
to these routers [8] (e.g. by using IPv6 stateless autoconfiguration [10]).
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MANET Autoconfiguration Mechanism

The mechanism proposed in this memorandum respects the considerations given
in section 1.4, and provides a routing-protocol independent solution to the problem stipulated in section 1.5: configuring unique IP addresses for MANET interfaces and providing unique prefixes to MANET routers. It is inspired by
the prefix delegation/construction mechanism of Zerouter (as described in section 2), specifically by (i) constructing prefixes such that all addresses/prefixes
within the MANET can be aggregated (e.g., for injection into an external routing domain as a single entry), and (ii) by the idea of relying on a router (denoted
“initiating router”) for when a new router arrives in the network. The signaling and interface address configuration mechanism is based on IPv6 stateless
autoconfiguration [10].

3.1

Algorithmic Overview

Each MANET router will acquire a prefix, constructed as d:p:s:: with d being
a prefix (possibly of size 0), common for the whole site (e.g., a global prefix
assigned administratively to a given site, or provided by an Internet gateway),
p being common for all routers in this MANET, and s being unique to a specific
router.
The task for a router, appearing in a MANET, can thus be summarized as:
• Acquiring d and p;
• Selecting s, unique within the MANET;
• Configuring own MANET interfaces with addresses from within d:p:s::
(and with a prefix length of /128 or /32 as appropriate for IPv6 and IPv4,
respectively).
A router appearing in a network and wishing to be configured, is denoted a
configuring router. Through a Prefix Solicitation (PS) / Prefix Advertisement
(PA) message exchange, the router learns of the (already configured) routers in
its vicinity, and selects one as initiator – the router which will assist in acquiring a valid configuration. The configuring router extracts d and p from the PA
received from the selected initiator, generates a tentative prefix d:p:s::1 and,
by way of a Router Solicitation (RS) message requests to its initiator that this
tentative prefix be verified unique within the MANET. The initiator then issues and floods an RS, containing the tentative address of its configuring router,
through the MANET. If the initiator does not (after due delay and retransmissions) receive a Router Advertisement (RA) indicating that the prefix is already
in use, it will transmit an Autoconfiguration Confirmation (AC) message to the
configuring router, confirming that the configuring router now “owns” d:p:s::
and can now become a defensive router. If the initiator receives an RA indicating that the tentative prefix is already in use, it informs the configuring router
by issuing an RA.
A defensive router has two tasks. First, if receiving a RS containing its own
d:p:s::, it must respond by issuing an RA. Second, if receiving a PS, it must
respond by a PA, thus accept becoming initiator and act as described above.
1s

being generated locally by the configuring router, e.g., by a pseudorandom generator.
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if (PS_COUNTER < PS_MAX_TRIES)
broadcast PS

PS_COUNTER := 0

INIT
if (RS_COUNTER >=
RS_MAX_TRIES)

RS_SEND

PS_SEND

if (PA received)
select initiator

select random prefix
RS_COUNTER := 0

if (PS_COUNTER >=
PS_MAX_TRIES)
select random prefix
use prefix as permanent

PA_RECVD
if (RS_COUNTER <
RS_MAX_TRIES)
broadcast RS

if (AC received)

if (RA received)

CONFIGURED

RA_RECVD

use prefix as permanent
AC_RECVD

Figure 4: State machine of a configuring router
The initiator and configuring routers communicate using link-local multicast
to the standardized link-local multicast address for MANET routers (LL-MANET-Routers [11]),
with the configurator using the unspecified address as source. These two routers
identify traffic destined to each other by way of UUIDs [12], embedded in all
messages exchanged between them. UUIDs are 16 octets long, and as they are
exchanged in messages only between neighboring routers, they need only be locally unique. Network-wide messages (RS/RA) are “proxyed” by the initiator,
which is already configured.

3.2

Formal Protocol Specification

The protocol is formally specified by way of timed automata, included in this
section. The motivation for a formal specification is to prove (or disprove)
certain properties, presented in section 6.
Figure 4 shows the timed automaton representing a configuring router. At
the initial state, INIT, it starts the PS/PA exchange for acquiring the prefix
d:p::. If, after several retries, no PA has been received, the router selects
a random s and finishes configuration in the state CONFIGURED. If, however,
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Figure 5: State machine of a defensive router
it receives a PA from the initiator (PA_RECVD), it starts sending RS’es to the
initiator (RS_SEND), until it receives an RA (RA_RECVD) in case of a conflict,
or an AC otherwise (AC_RECVD). It then finishes configuration (CONFIGURED),
becoming a defensive router.
Figure 5 shows the timed automaton representing a defensive router, initiated in the state LISTENING. When the router receives an RS, it checks for
a conflict with its own prefix (CONFLICT) – if one is identified, it responds by
sending an RA, either via a link-local transmission if the defensive router is the
initiator for the configuring router (LOCAL_CONFLICT), or through the MANET
otherwise (MANET_CONFLICT). If the tentative prefix does not conflict with its
own prefix (NO_CONFLICT), the defensive router either starts the AC timer, if
it is the initiator for the configuring router (START_AC_TIMER), or otherwise
forwards the RS through the MANET (back to LISTENING).
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Extensions and Optimizations

The protocol proposed in section 3 is able to assign unique interface addresses
and prefixes to MANET routers, without any prerequisites such as an existing
routing protocol running in the MANET, or specific properties of link-local addresses. In this section, optimizations and extensions are proposed, for the purpose of increasing the efficiency of the protocol – especially if another protocol
should be running and maintaining useful state. The mantra is: the autoconfiguration protocol should be able to function in isolation – but would be stupid
to not take advantage of information from other protocols, if available.
4.0.1

Proxying

Rather than broadcasting RS’es through the MANET, an intermediate router
can reply with an RA on behalf of a conflicting router if that intermediate router
already know that there will be a conflict. This may be if the intermediate router
already has a route recorded to the prefix contained in the RS (e.g., as provided
by a proactive routing protocol such as OLSR [13]), or by an intermediate router
temporarily caching RS and RAs previously seen. This may reduce network
congestion on a large scale, quantified in section 7.
4.0.2

Unicast RAs

In the protocol as presented, the RA from a conflicting router is flooded throughout the MANET in order to be independent from the existence of any routing
protocol. If an unicast route is available from the conflicting router to the initiator, e.g., as provided by a proactive routing protocol such as OLSR [13], then
this route can be used to transit the RA, avoiding the overhead of a flooding
operation. Absent a routing protocol, an intermediate router forwarding an RS
may install a temporary route towards the source of the RS (the initiator), similar to the approach taken in reactive protocols such as [14]. The performance
hereof is quantified in section 7.1.
4.0.3

Optimized Broadcasting

RS’s are not directly broadcast configuring router itself, but are sent to its
initiator which generates and broadcast the RS on its behalf. Thus, if the
MANET supports optimized broadcast, such as MPR flooding from OLSR [13],
this may be exploited to reduce the protocol overhead from RS flooding.
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Additional Considerations

This section addresses several special issues that may occur in the protocol and
proposes ways how to solve these problems.

5.1

Duplicate UUIDs

A question may arise as to the behavior of the protocol in case two MANET
routers select the same UUID. While this might seem quite improbable, given
that an UUID is 16 bytes long, the ability to generate a truly random UUID
depends on the quality of the random number generator available in the router.
Typically, routers use a pseudo-random generator algorithm based on a seed
and some environmental settings. Thus, when two routers initiate the random
generator with the same seed, they may create the same sequence of random
numbers. If that is the case, duplicate UUIDs appear.
Consider the example depicted in figure 6 with two configuring routers and
one initiator router.
conÞg1

init

conÞg2

RS
RS'

AC

AC

RA

RA

time

Figure 6: Two routers conf ig1 and conf ig2 having the same UUID lead to
ambiguous destinations of ACs
The only case when having duplicate UUIDs interferes with the autoconfiguration protocol is when the initiator router sends an AC to one of its configuring
routers, and there happen to be two configuring routers in radio range of the
initiator, and both of these configuring routers want to configure the same tentative prefix. In the example, both routers conf ig1 and conf ig2 send their RS
requesting the initiator to verify uniqueness of the same tentative prefix, at close
to the same time. The initiator replies by sending an AC to conf ig1 (assuming there is no prefix conflict in the MANET, of course) and then an RA to
conf ig2 , with the intent of informing conf ig2 that its suggested tentative prefix
already is in use. As both of the two configuring routers have the same UUID
and have requested the same tentative prefix, they will both receive the AC –
and will therefore both configure with that duplicate prefix. The later arriving
RA will be ignored by both routers; they already are configured and thus no
longer listening for such.
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The objective is to detect an UUID conflict, when it occurs, and once detected avoid entering a CONFIGURED state. To that end, after a router having
received an AC or an RA corresponding to its UUID, it will wait a small amount
of time. If during that time the router receives a second AC or RA for the same
UUID and tentative prefix, the router can deduct that a UUID conflict has occurred and take corrective action: re-seeding its random number generator and
restarting the autoconfiguration process.

5.2

No initiator router exists

This problem occurs when two or more routers want to configure a prefix almost
simultaneously when there is not yet an already configured MANET router. In
figure 7 an example of that case is depicted. Both routers conf ig1 and conf ig2
start sending their PS s almost simultaneously. As there is no configured router
yet, no PA replies will arrive. After PS MAX TRIES tries, both routers will become
initiator routers but not being part of the same MANET (i.e. not having the
same prefix part p and not having verified uniqueness of their prefixes).
conÞg1

conÞg2
PS
PS'
PS
PS'

timeout
timeout
time

Figure 7: Problem when several routers are configured almost simultaneously
without initiator routers
There can be two different cases as soon as the configuring routers from the
example become initiators and choose the random prefix p:s:
1. If the routers choose different prefix parts p, they cannot be aggregated
using CIDR. They may join the same prefix region by merging.
2. If both routers choose the same prefix part p, they are part of the same
prefix region but did not verify the uniqueness of the prefix part s. They
could for example passively detect collisions (as proposed by a number of
“passive” autoconfiguration algorithms in the survey [3]).
To solve this problem, configuring routers can listen for incoming PSs from
other routers. The router with the lower UUID waits at least AC TIMEOUT seconds before continuing the autoconfiguration process. Thus, the adjacent router
can get configured in the meantime.
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Initiator Proxying

The following explanation is based on the example depicted in figure 8(a). Assuming four routers of which two are already configured (init1 and init2 ) and
two other routers want to configure prefixes (conf ig1 and conf ig2 ). conf ig1 and
init1 are adjacent and conf ig2 and init2 as well. init1 and init2 are connected
through the MANET (i.e. they are not compulsorily adjacent neighbors – there
may be one or several routers between them).
After the exchange of PS and PAs, both routers conf ig1 and conf ig2 choose
the same prefix as tentative prefix which is assumed to be different from the
prefixes of init1 and init2 . They then broadcast their RSs to their initiators.
Both initiators broadcast the request throughout the MANET and activate the
AC timer. In the meantime, each of them receives the RS requests for the same
prefix from the other initiator router. But as in original algorithm of section 3
the tentative prefix from the RS is only compared with the prefix of a router
(and not with the configuring routers of this initiator router), none of the routers
init1 and init2 will reply with an RA. After the timeout, both initiator routers
will thus send an AC confirming the tentative prefix to their configuring routers.
To avoid this allocation of duplicate prefixes, the following is proposed (as
depicted in figure 8(b)): As soon as the initiator router receives the RS request
from the configuring router (and has no conflict with the initiator router itself),
an entry in a table is added which includes the tentative prefix of the configuring
router and its UUID. For this to work the configuring router has to include its
own UUID in the RS. From the moment of the arrival of the RS from the
configuring router at the initiator router, the initiator router serves as a proxy.
Whenever a RS request for the same prefix arrives, it checks for conflicts with
its own prefix and with all entries in the table. The table entry is deleted
only after the end of the interval v which is the time from the arrival of the
RS to the sending of either an AC or an RA to the configuring router. In the
example both initiator routers will send RAs back through the MANET when
they receive the RS through the MANET as they both have a table entry with
the tentative prefix for their configuring router.
Note that the same algorithm applies also for the situation of only one initiator router which configures two adjacent configuring routers almost simultaneously.
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prefix
RS’(
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ix1)
pref
AC(

pref
ix1)

time t

(a) Without proxying, two configuring routers conf ig1 and conf ig2 could
take the same prefix
config1

init1
RS(
pr

1)
prefix

config2
ix1)
pref
RS(

efix1
)

interval v

RA’(

init2

RS’(
pref
ix1)

1)
prefix
RS’(

RA(
pr

1)
refix
RA(p

efix1
)

interval v'

RA’(
pref
ix1)

time t

(b) Proxying in interval v avoids allocation of duplicate prefixes

Figure 8: Initiator routers serving as proxies for their configuring routers
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Formal Validation using a Model Checker

The proposed protocol, as formally specified in section 3.2, has been modeled
as Timed Automaton and subjected the UPPAAL model checker. This model
checker has previously and successfully been applied for other communication
protocols (e.g. Zeroconf [15]).

6.1

Assumptions and Simplifications of the Model

The model used in the model checker has been slightly simplified in comparison
to the specification and the implementation. The following assumptions have
been made:
• Simplified broadcasting
When the initiator router broadcast a RS, it instantly received by all other
configured routers in the MANET, i.e., assuming a perfect and instantaneous broadcast operation.
• No two routers are configured at the same time
If two routers configure in the same time, with no initiator router, no
RA or AC exchange can be performed and both routers would become
initiator routers without having checked address uniqueness. In an initial
model of the protocol, this had happened. So using the model checker, a
solution for this problem has been developed (as described in section 5.2).
• Routers do not have a MANET prefix
Routers all have addresses of the form x where x ∈ IN .

6.2

Verification of Properties in UPPAAL

The following properties of the autoconfiguration algorithm were of interest to
be proven correct: The algorithm...
• converges: The algorithm should terminate in finite time.
• configures unique prefixes to all MANET interfaces
In order to prove the correctness of the above-mentioned properties, they
have to be “translated” into logic queries supported by UPPAAL (using Computation tree logic, CTL). The following queries have been verified on the model
of the autoconfiguration algorithm:
• A[] not deadlock
This query makes sure that in no state (A[]) a deadlock occurs. A state
is a deadlock state if there are no outgoing action transitions neither from
the state itself or any of its delay successors.
• A[] forall (i : UUIDType) forall (j : UUIDType) IP[i] == IP[j]
imply (i == j or IP[i] ==0)
This query assures that in all states (A[]), for all routers (j : UUIDType),
IP addresses are either not yet configured, or not the same as on any other
router in the MANET.
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• E<> forall (i : UUIDType) IP[i] != 0
This query checks whether there exists a state (E<>) for every router in
the MANET (i : UUIDType), in which that router has a configured IP
address. That means that the autoconfiguration algorithm has to facilitate
that every router can successfully configure an address.
The last statement is weaker than proving that all routers must be configured
after a finite time:
• A[] E<> forall (i : UUIDType) IP[i] != 0.
UPPAAL does not support to verification of this statement. It is currently
unclear whether this behavior of UPPAAL is a deficiency of the particular model
checker or generally infeasible due to the state explosion and the huge amount
of necessary calculation power.
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Simulation

In this section, the performance of the proposed autoconfiguration mechanism is
studied, by way of network simulation using NS2 and using relatively standard
scenario parameters (1km2 square, no mobility, very light traffic and a varying
number of routers randomly distributed across the area, simulations averaged
over 20 runs per data point, current timestamp used as seed for random number
generator). Further simulation parameters are listed in table 1. Routers, and
so autoconfiguration operations, are started consecutively on each router every
second, e.g. the router with the ID 17 engages the autoconfiguration process
17.0s after simulation start. Each router acquires the MANET prefix either by
receiving a Prefix Advertisement (PA) message or, failing that, by choosing a
random prefix if it is the first router in the MANET. All routers will, for the
purpose of evaluating worst-case performance, want to configure their prefix
p:s:: to be 0:1::. Thus, from the second router appearing in a MANET,
address collisions will appear. Two different versions of the autoconfiguration
algorithm have been tested, the basic version presented in section 3 and an
extended version with proxying, as described in section 4.0.1.
Parameter
Area
Simulation duration
Number of routers
Initial topology
Mobility pattern
MAC
Wireless range
Antenna
Propagation model

Value
1000m x 1000m
800 seconds
20 to 100 (in steps of 20)
Randomly uniformly distributed
no mobility
802.11b
250m
Omni-directional antenna
TwoRayGround

Table 1: NS2 settings

7.1

Simulation results

Both versions of the autoconfiguration protocol resulted in all routers being
configured with unique prefixes, eventually. However, the number of messages
exchanged and number of messages lost due to collisions differ. In the basic
version of the algorithm, RS and RAs are flooded throughout the MANET,
whereas in the proxy version, routers cache prefixes extracted from RSs for the
duration of the simulation. Additionally, routers store a temporary reverse route
back to the initiator when forwarding RSes, so as to enable unicast RAs when
possible.
Figure 9 depicts the total number of transmissions in both versions for the
MANET. Note that this number does not include ARP or MAC overhead. As
the proposed mechanism does not rely on routing, no IP forwarding is applied.
Messages used in this protocol are forwarded on an application layer, which
means that they are counted as a new transmission in the figure, each time a
message is forwarded or newly generated. As can be seen, proxying significantly
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Figure 9: Total number of transmissions (90% confidence intervals)
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Figure 10: MAC frame drop ratio (90% confidence intervals)
reduces the number of transmissions. Consequently, the drop rates, depicted in
figure 10, are lower due to less channel contention.
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Conclusion

This memorandum has presented architectural considerations for address configuration of router interfaces and prefix delegation to routers in IP-based MANETs.
Special attention has been given to understanding how to configure MANET
routers so as to, on the one hand, accommodate the particularities of the
MANET interface type and the spontaneous and arbitrary nature of “links”
in MANETs while, on the other hand, respecting the assumptions and expectations that applications present to an IP-based network. A simple set of principles
are presented which, if respected, satisfies both.
An autoconfiguration protocol for MANET interface address assignment and
prefix delegation to MANET routers is, then, presented, inspired by both Zerorouter and IPv6 Stateless Autoconfiguration. This protocol is fully distributed,
and enables automatic configuration of both stand-alone MANETs, as well as
MANETs connected to an infrastructure providing, e.g., globally scoped addresses/prefixes for use within the MANET. The protocol is specified by way of
a set of timed state machines, which has enabled subjecting it to model checking using the UPPAAL model checker – identifying that the protocol works,
notably that (i) there are no deadlocks in the distributed protocol, (ii) that
all configured routers ultimately ends up with distinct addresses and disjoint
prefixes and (iii) that given a network with sufficient addresses available (i.e.,
at least one per router), the protocol will converge to a state where all MANET
routers are properly configured.
In order to understand the performance of the protocol, a simulation study
has been carried out, testing various performance-improving, overhead-reducing
extensions to the protocol. These performance results have shown that the
protocol has a relatively low overhead, and that using a proxy extension to the
base protocol can further reduce packet overhead and drop rate in the network.
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